In this paper, we explore a novel framework to generate a well-known text cloud visualization with the conceptual sense. The traditional text cloud is usually generated according to the word occurrence, possibly including the idf-based concept for word weight. The solution is applicable for the long articles. However, for a set of short sentences such as daily news titles, we cannot easily understand the weight of each keyword and its importance to users since the idf value and occurrence in short sentences are difficult to be both well discriminative. In this paper, we propose a graph-based diffusion model to generate conceptual level keyword cloud. We utilize the RDF-based Wikipedia word relation and apply in the Chinese news titles from different news sources. The result shows that our visualization can easily capture the importance concept revealed in a set of news titles.
INTRODUCTION
As of today, information is ubiquitously generated as the advance of Internet and mobile device. News, movies or books are digitalized to reach more people around the world. For example, Google undertook a Google Books Library Project 1 to scan some old and hardcopy books into its search database, allowing people to query the content in the convenient manner. Information from anywhere and at anytime can be reached in seconds. However, the amount of information needed for each person is significantly small comparing to the all available information. The previous keyword extraction algorithms [5] have been developed for providing concise yet accurate keywords about an article or a piece of news.
As such, people can easily acquire sufficient information by merely viewing the keywords.
On the other hand, people can consume less time to grasp the concept of a piece of information simply from the extracted keywords. For example, if we know a piece of news has "AlphaGo", "Lee Sedol" and "Go match" as its keywords, it is easy to know that the news is about the Go match 2 between the 18-time world champion, Lee Sedol, and a computer Go program, AlphaGo. Likewise, if we extract the keywords from a complex system, we can help people understand the system without diving into large amount of information within the system. Take another scenario as an example. To understand the current status in the US, we simply collect the news title of the past few weeks or months and extracted the keywords from those titles. The extracted keywords from the titles may contains "Hillary", "Trump" and "President". It is easy to know that this year is the election year for the US president. Users can easily conclude that the current biggest issue of the US is the presidential election.
However, some important keywords do not always frequently appear in the title of the news. For instance, Pokemon Go 3 , a promising mobile game, can be seen in many tech news during June and July, 2016. But Niantic Inc., which is the developer of the game, is seldom mentioned in the news titles. The developer company should be as important as the game when we want to understand the trend in tech at that time. Similarly, the conceptual keywords behind the explicit keywords should be considered when keywords are extracted for any other complex systems. The keyword extraction process is more comprehensive when the conceptual and explicit keywords are both considered.
To extract keywords from a system comprehensively, in this paper, we developed a Knowledge Extracting Framework (KEF). The KEF consists of 5 phases. The primary goal of the KEF is to extract keywords from the given information about the interested system, such as the current status of a country. To resolve the problem of conceptual keyword extraction, we outsource to a well-established knowledge graph built from Wikipedia 4 . We also refer to the technology of graph diffusion to evaluate the importance of each term, including the conceptual terms and explicit terms used in the documents. As such, some hidden conceptual keywords related to the explicit terms can be found from the Wikipedia knowledge base. After extracting all the keywords, KEF will further visualize the result into a Keyword Cloud (KC) according to their significance to the interested system. The KC helps people understand the concepts or issues in the interested system at a glance.
RELATED WORKS
The keyword extraction algorithms are investigated to help readers better understand a [3] . On the other hand, some works evaluate the keywords based on merely the structure of a single document, such as the co-occurrence in sentences between each terms [7] or the dominance between words by influence interval structure [2] .
The graph-based keyword extraction algorithms aim to identify keywords by the graph of words and relations between those words. In [8] , Mihalcea et al. employ PageRank [9] to find the important words in a document and develop the TextRank framework. In found by assigning the topic to each word. Another algorithm which considers the topic of each word is Topical PageRank (TPR) proposed by Liu et al. [6] . They state that the measurement for the word importance should be separately considered in different topics, as shown in their result, TPR can find the keywords more accurately.
However, the above algorithms can not solve the problem of conceptual keywords mentioned in Section 1. Because those algorithms find keywords only based on the collected documents. If a hidden conceptual keyword is never mentioned in any document of the collection, it is impossible to consider the conceptual keyword as important information.
Then, the extracted keywords may not be comprehensive for understanding an interested system.
KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTING FRAMEWORK
We aim to exploit the simplicity and accuracy of keywords to help people understand a complex system quickly and easily. In this paper, "system" refers to various possible paradigms, which can be the current status of a country, the fashion trend or the products of a company. As long as we have the information relevant to the targeted system, Knowledge Extracting Framework (KEF) utilizes the information to generate a Keyword Cloud (KC). As a result, the comprehensive concept about the complex system can be grasped at a glance.
The KEF consists of four phases: keyword extraction, diffusion, significance evaluation and text cloud visualization. D = {d 1 , d 2 , ..., d n } are the documents related to the targeted system. After keyword extraction phase, K e = {k e 1 , k e 2 , ..., k em } are extracted from D as well as the term frequency of each keyword. To reveal the conceptual information behind K e , we use a knowledge graph of the RDF format in diffusion phase. The conceptual
.., k i l } can be obtained from the RDF graph. Both K e and K i are ranked by the significance scores calculated in significance evaluating phase. Finally, the keywords are visualized in a KC according to the their significance scores.
Keyword Extraction Phase
We first transform the sentence into a set of terms. As such, each document in D is
represented by a set of terms. We use the tf-idf technique to identify the explicit keywords
After filtering the stop words, the overall term frequency T F (k ex ) for each k ex ∈ K e is calculated within all documents in D. T F (k ex ) can be considered as the significance score for each keywords. However, the problem of the conceptual terms may appear. Consequently, users cannot easily obtain a comprehensive KC.
Diffusion Phase
In this phase, we aim to solve the conceptual keyword problem. The conceptual keywords may not be seen or not appear frequently in D. However, the conceptual keywords are as critical as K e . In following sections, we call the conceptual keywords the implicit keywords
To find implicit keywords K i behind K e , we refer to a well-established RDF graph built
. DBpeida is a database maintaining all information in Wikipedia. The storing format of the database is n-triple, such as triple = (subject, predicate, object).
The subject is related to the object by the predicate. For example, (Pokémon Go, developer, Niantic Inc.) indicates that Pokémon Go is developed by Niantic Inc. A triple is a fact. DBpedia is the database consisting of more than billion facts. These facts can be transformed into the RDF graph. In the RDF graph, the subjects and the objects are the nodes and the predicates are the edge between nodes. The implicit keywords K i are found from the RDF graph. Every explicit keyword k ex is a node in the RDF graph. The implicit keywords are those nodes found by the 2-step propagation. They are the neighbors of k ex , represented as N (k ex ), and the neighbors of the neighbors, represented as k i ∈N (ke x ) N (k i ). As shown in Figure 1 , the implicit keyword found by k e 1 is k i 1 , k i 4 , k i 7 and k e 2 . p 1 , p 2 , p 3 and p 4 are the predicates. The calculation of significance score is discussed in Section 3.3.
Significance Evaluating Phase
To determine the importance of each keywords, a significance score is given to each K e and K i in this phase. For an explicit keywords, the term frequency T F (k ex ) is calculated in the keyword extraction phase. The T F (k ex ) can be used as a reference score for each keywords. We define the significance score of a keyword as
The significance score of an implicit keyword given by an explicit keywords is T F (k ex )× δ l , where l is the distance to the explicit keyword. The adjustment of the value δ l is shown in the Section 4. As a result, the score of each keywords is illustrated in Figure 1 . The score given by k ex is the term frequency for k ex and the score for the implicit keywords is
An implicit keyword may be the neighbor of several explicit keywords. An explicit keyword could be the implicit keyword for many other explicit keywords. Therefore, the significance score is accumulated each time when a node in the RDF graph is identified as an implicit keyword.
Visualization Phase
To help people understand the targeted system quickly and easily, we employ a visualization technique considering both the keywords and their significance -the word cloud. The generated word cloud is called the Knowledge Cloud (KC). In the KC, the top-k keywords are selected according to their scores. The selected keywords are scattered in the KC. If a keyword has higher significance score, its font size is larger.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this section, we discuss the performance of the KEF framework. To illustrate the simplicity and the accuracy with keywords in a KC, we use the status in Taiwan for each month as the targeted system. Further, we adjust the decay parameter δ l to investigate how the value for δ l can affect the final KC of the targeted system.
Experimental Setup
We use the news titles for each day in Taiwan as a mean to understand the status in Taiwan Additionally, the decay parameter δ l affects the results in the KC as well. The value of δ 1 and δ 2 are set to 1 in the KEF unif orm , which means the importance of the implicit keywords is the same as the related explicit keywords. The KEF hierachy reduces the significance score of the implicit keywords according to an exponential function δ 1 = λe −λl . Figure 2 . The 2016 February status is generated by the TF method.
Performance Evaluation
In Figure 2 , we observe that the words related to the Umbrella Revolution, such as "Mainland China"(大陸), "Hong Kong"(香港) and "Student"(學生), are in the KC generated by the TF method. However, the related information about the event is not observed in the KC. On the other hand, the KC generated by the KEF hierachy has richer In Figure 3 and 4, the effect of the value of δ 1 can be observed. For both KEF hierachy and KEF unif orm , we find the neighbors of k ex within distance 2 as the implicit keywords. The KEF unif orm gives the same significance score to the implicit keywords. The KEF hierachy reduces the significance of the implicit keywords according to the distance to k ex . The λ value of the exponential function is set to 1.
Comparing to the KC in Figure 2 and 3, the keywords in this Figure 4 are less relevant to 2014 September status. Instead, the KC is full of many hub keywords, which is the keywords related to many explicit keywords. Because the significance score is added by each k ex equally, the hub keywords can have higher score easily. The effect of δ 1 can be observed through Figure 3 and 4. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we aim to generate a conceptual-level KC of an interested system. The generated KC can help people understand a complex system at a glance. We argue that, when the importance of a keyword is weighted, we should consider both term frequency and the conceptual relation between keywords. The proposed framework, KEF, utilizes RDF-based word relation graph to find the hidden relation between keywords. In the significance evaluation phase of the KEF framework, the significance of the keywords is calculated not only based on the term frequency but also the relations between keywords.
The experimental results demonstrated that the KEF framework can accurately generate a comprehensive KC for the status in Taiwan in September 2014e. In the future, we plan to apply KEF to different systems, such as tech trend detection. Furthermore, a generalized KEF could be devised as a general-purpose service to help people easily understand the concepts of their interested systems. 
